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Letter from the

President
2018 will be known in the history of Society of
Corporate Compliance and Ethics & Health Care
Compliance Association (SCCE & HCCA) as the
year of its successful leadership transition. SCCE
& HCCA went from outgoing and phenomenal
founding-CEO, Roy Snell, to incoming and
invigorating CEO, Gerry Zack. It was a seamless
transition due to the plan that was prepared,
followed, and periodically assessed over the
course of the year.

LORI STRAUSS

SCCE & HCCA Board President
regional, national, and international conferences;
Academies; web conferences; blogs; podcasts;

As you review the 2018 Annual Report, you’ll

newsletters, magazines, and other published

note the continued growth in all areas of the

resources. The association supports the

association’s mission. Membership grew almost

communities that host its national conferences

10% from last year to more than 20,000 combined

through community outreach and volunteer

SCCE & HCCA members in 100+ countries,

projects; the volunteer projects are very rewarding

spanning the alphabet from Algeria to Zambia.

experiences so be sure to participate during the

The number of certified compliance professionals

next conference you attend.

increased nearly 9% since last year, with almost
half of the membership holding more than one of
the seven certifications offered by the Compliance
Certification Board (CCB). CCB also works with
universities to accredit their compliance and
ethics education programs, and as of 2018 there
were 12 CCB-accredited programs. A handful of
new educational events were added in 2018, and
SCCE & HCCA had record attendance at the 2018
Compliance Institute in Las Vegas with more than
3,200 attendees, a 9.5% increase in attendees from

SCCE & HCCA is well-positioned to serve
its members and the compliance and ethics
community in the future. I encourage you to take
advantage of the many ways you can be more
involved in the association, to name a couple you
can request to speak at events or offer to write for
the magazines. As you review this annual report,
I’m confident that you’ll be proud to be a SCCE &
HCCA member and appreciative of its dedicated
leaders and staff.

the prior year. SCCE & HCCA offers educational

Lori J. Strauss

opportunities to meet everyone’s needs including

SCCE & HCCA Board President
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Membership
Ethical business practices have become an

Corporate Compliance and Ethics (SCCE), which

ever-growing priority for organizations across

supports compliance and ethics professionals

all industries. Along with stricter regulations

across all industries globally.

from government entities, this business priority

Although compliance and ethics is a rapidly

has contributed to an increased demand for

growing profession, many practitioners may be the

employees in compliance. The Society of

only individual performing these functions at their

Corporate Compliance and Ethics & Health Care

organizations. Through SCCE & HCCA, they can

Compliance Association (SCCE & HCCA) have

share insights, ideas, and struggles with a network

experienced the effects of this trend. In 2018 our

of industry colleagues going through similar

combined membership hit 20,000 compliance

compliance challenges. The association also

professionals in 100+ countries.

strengthens the compliance and ethics profession

Founded in 1996, the Health Care Compliance
Association (HCCA) was created to fill a growing

through educational conferences, certification,
publications, and other resources.

need for education and community among
healthcare compliance professionals. In 2004, we
expanded our scope by forming the Society of

2016
17,345

MEMBERS

2017
18,223

MEMBERS

2018

20,009
MEMBERS
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Global Membership
100+ Countries
Algeria

Ghana

Paraguay

Argentina

Greece

Peru

Australia

Guam

Philippines

Austria

Guinea

Poland

Bahamas

Hungary

Portugal

Bangladesh

India

Qatar

Barbados

Indonesia

Romania

Belgium

Ireland

Russia

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Israel

Saint Maarten

Botswana

Italy

Saudi Arabia

Brazil

Jamaica

Senegal

Brunei Darussalam

Japan

Serbia

Bulgaria

Jordan

Singapore

Cameroon

Kenya

Slovakia (Slovak Republic)

Canada

Korea, D.p.r.o.

Slovenia

Central African Republic

Kuwait

South Africa

Chile

Lebanon

South Korea

China

Luxembourg

Spain

Colombia

Malawi

Swaziland

Congo, the DRC

Malaysia

Sweden

Costa Rica

Mali

Switzerland

Cote D'ivoire

Mauritius

Taiwan, Province Of China

Croatia (local name: Hrvatska) Mexico

Tanzania, United Republic Of

Cyprus

Monaco

Thailand

Czech Republic

Mongolia

Trinidad and Tobago

Denmark

Morocco

Turkey

Dominican Republic

Myanmar (Burma)

Uganda

Ecuador

Netherlands

Ukraine

Egypt

Netherlands Antilles

United Arab Emirates

Estonia

New Zealand

United Kingdom

Finland

Nigeria

United States

France

Norway

Venezuela

Georgia

Pakistan

Vietnam

Germany

Panama

Zambia
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Conferences
Our mission to champion ethical practices and

We offer a robust calendar of offerings, ranging

compliance standards drives everything we do –

from one-day regional conferences to three-and-a-

including our conference offerings. Compliance

half day national conferences to web conferences.

professionals know they can count on our events

In-depth educational opportunities are also offered

for information on the latest regulations, best

year-round through our Basic Compliance & Ethics

practices, and strategies. Our goal is to provide

Academies and Healthcare Compliance Academies

every attendee with quality training, networking,

in compliance, fundamentals, privacy, and research.

and mentoring opportunities.

In 2018, we hosted 103 events in 8 countries and
115 web conferences with 5,925 participants.

Annual Conference
Participants
1,754

3,234

250

525

SCCE’s Compliance & Ethics Institute
October 21-24, 2018
Las Vegas, NV

SCCE’s European Compliance
& Ethics Institute
25-28 March, 2018
Frankfurt, Germany

HCCA’s Compliance Institute
April 15-18, 2018
Las Vegas, NV

HCCA’s Healthcare Enforcement
Compliance Conference
November 4-7, 2018
Washington, DC
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Conference
Participation

2018
17,954

Participants

103

Events

2017
15,632

Participants

95

Events
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Global Engagement
As part of our mission, SCCE &
HCCA is dedicated to helping
compliance professionals
worldwide to be informed
and connected. To that

corporatecompliance.org/
sccenet

end, we offer a range

facebook.com/scce
facebook.com/hcca

of online forums and
learning opportunities
for the compliance and
ethics industries. This

hcca-info.org/
hccanet
pinterest.com/theSCCE

includes SCCEnet and

pinterest.com/theHCCA

HCCAnet, our own social
network of more than
13,000 professionals; our
Facebook, Twitter and

twitter.com/SCCE
twitter.com/theHCCA

LinkedIn pages; and the

youtube.com/
compliancevideos

Compliance & Ethics blog
and Compliance Perspectives
podcast.

Podcasts
complianceandethics.org/
category/podcasts

Highlights from 2018

linkedin.com/company/
society-of-corporate-compliance-and-ethics-scce

Compliance Perspectives podcast

linkedin.com/company/
health-care-compliance-association-hcca

- 42 episodes
- 102,672 downloads
Compliance & Ethics blog
- 340 posts
- 512,324 views

complianceandethics.org
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Community Outreach
Our members and conference participants are passionate about supporting the communities
that host our conferences. In 2018, HCCA’s Compliance Institute (CI) and SCCE’s Compliance &
Ethics Institute (CEI) hosted volunteer projects and raised funds through silent auctions. SCCE's
European Compliance & Ethics Institute (ECEI) hosted a volunteer project.

CI and CEI

ECEI

Volunteer Project

Volunteer Project

Three Square Food Bank for Southern Nevada

Committee for Children in Hospitals which provides
assistance and support to children and their families.

Silent Auction for America’s Fund
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Certification
Certification matters. It can enhance your career, give you credibility with
your organization, and showcase your compliance knowledge. It also
encourages you to continue to grow in your profession and stay current
on the latest industry regulations, trends, and practices.
Since 1999, our Compliance Certification Board (CCB)® has worked to
establish criteria to determine competence in the compliance and ethics

11,800+
Individuals actively
holding one or more
certifications

practice across all industries, specialty areas, and sectors. Professionals
who meet these standards can become certified through one of several
compliance certification programs. In 2018, more than 11,800 people
actively held one of our seven certifications:
- Certified in Healthcare Compliance (CHC)®
- Certified in Healthcare Compliance–Fellow (CHC-F)®
- Certified in Healthcare Privacy Compliance (CHPC®)
- Certified in Healthcare Research Compliance (CHRC)®

85+

Countries with
actively certified
individuals

- Certified Compliance & Ethics Professional (CCEP)®
- Certified Compliance & Ethics Professional–Fellow (CCEP-F)®
- Certified Compliance & Ethics Professional–International (CCEP-I)®

12

CCB-Accredited
University C&E
Programs

9%

Increase in
certifications
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Highlights
As of December 31, 2018, there were 12 CCB-Accredited
University Compliance and Ethics Programs. CCB works
with accredited universities to certify university-based
compliance certificate programs and offer the graduates
of these programs an opportunity to gain CCB certification.
To see a full listing of CCB-Accredited Universities, please
visit hcca-info.org/university-program.

Certification Totals

6,503

1,589

3,655

1,236

569
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Publications
SCCE & HCCA went through a major transformation

on Medicare Compliance, Report on Patient

in 2018. Rather than continuing to deliver a growing

Privacy, and Report on Research Compliance, and

array of books, magazines, and newsletters

SCCE’s ethikos. In addition, SCCE has expanded

exclusively in traditional print and PDF formats,

its offering by launching a digital-only, bi-weekly

we made the decision to expand and create a

premium newsletter, Report on Supply Chain

more powerful and flexible system for delivering

Compliance.

information. By making a substantial investment in

For a deeper dive on key issues, we also

staff and infrastructure, SCCE & HCCA have created

developed three new books: Building an Ethical

digital resources delivered through a compliance

Culture, International Compliance 101, 2nd Edition,

portal that’s powerful and web- and mobile-friendly,

and The Complete Compliance and Ethics

with search and linking capabilities.

Manual—2019. This last title also represents

Moving forward, we will work not only to deliver
new, up-to-date resources, we will also begin to

the first book launched in digital format on the
compliance portal.

digitize past publications in a format compatible

SCCE & HCCA continued the trend of years

with the new compliance portal. This transformation

past, seeing a healthy increase in net product sales

is in progress for both membership magazines:

revenues. This success allows us to continually

HCCA’s Compliance Today and SCCE’s CEP, as

find new ways to help compliance and ethics

well as our premium newsletters—HCCA’s Report

professionals stay ahead of the information curve.

Volume 27, Number 45 • December 24, 2018

Practical News and Strategies for Complying With HIPAA

Weekly News and Compliance Strategies on Federal Regulations,
Enforcement Actions and Audits

Contents

4

Raising Compliance and
HIPAA Awareness With
Monthly Tips

5

Compliance Ground Will
Shift if Court Decision
Invalidating ACA Is Upheld

6

TRICARE Changes Its
Mind, Proposes Coverage
of OTA, PTA Therapy
Services

7

CMS Transmittals,
Dec. 14–20

8

News Briefs

In Negotiating Hospital Self-Disclosure Over
Supervision, OIG Adds MA to FFS Overpayments

Milton S. Hershey Medical Center in Pennsylvania agreed to pay $382,074 to settle
allegations it billed Original Medicare, Medicare Advantage (MA) and TRICARE for
outpatient radiology services that were performed without the personal supervision
of a physician, according to a new civil monetary penalty (CMP) settlement that began
with a submission to the HHS Office of Inspector General’s Self-Disclosure Protocol
(SDP). It’s unusual for MA claims to be resolved through the SDP, but hospitals should
brace for this, according to the attorney who represented the hospital.
OIG alleged that Hershey Medical Center’s employed radiologists didn’t personally
supervise the imaging provided by employed radiology assistants (RAs) from Jan. 26,
2011, through July 16, 2018. Most of it was fluoroscopy, which is a type of imaging that
shows a continuous X-ray image on a monitor, says Washington, D.C., attorney Mark
Fitzgerald, who represents the hospital. The radiologists were providing direct supervision, which means they were immediately available to help patients if necessary—“on
the floor of the hospital”—but were supposed to provide personal supervision, which
means “at the bedside,” he says.

continued on p. 7

Publisher’s Note
RMC will not be published
for two weeks. The
next issue will be dated
January 7, 2019.
Happy holidays!

Managing Editor
Nina Youngstrom

nina.youngstrom@hcca-info.org

Copy Editor
Bill Anholzer

bill.anholzer@hcca-info.org

DOJ Moves to Dismiss 11 FCA Suits With Same
Relators Alleging Nurse Educators Are Kickbacks
Instead of just bowing out, the Department of Justice (DOJ) on Dec. 17 asked
federal courts around the country to dismiss 11 whistleblower lawsuits filed against
pharmaceutical manufacturers that were “spearheaded by a professional relator” and
funded by venture capital. DOJ doesn’t buy into the False Claims Act (FCA) allegations against the pharmaceutical manufacturers—that they used free nurse educators to induce physicians to prescribe their drugs in violation of the Anti-Kickback
Act—and contends the whistleblowers got information for the lawsuits “under false
pretenses,” according to motions to dismiss the complaints, which are largely driven
by data gathering rather than information from insiders, such as executives and physicians, lawyers say.
“It’s a thunderbolt coming from the Department of Justice,” says former federal
prosecutor David Schumacher, with Hooper, Lundy & Bookman in Boston. “It deals
these cases a substantial blow. This is not an attractive fact pattern to DOJ, which traditionally wants to see true insiders” rather than “research firms,” he says. “The company was created for the purpose of being a relator, and they want human beings.”
But whistleblower attorney Peter Chatfield says FCA lawsuits shouldn’t necessarily be dismissed based on how information was obtained and by whom. “The one
thing the False Claims Act recognizes is sometimes you need the help of rogues to catch
rogues,” says Chatfield, although he isn’t saying that’s the case here. “Whistleblowers
need not always be insiders or transparent about their motives. Context matters.”

continued
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Volume 18, Number 12 • December 2018

Contents
Privacy
3 Patient
Court Case
At U. Chicago Medical
4 Center,
HIPAA

Safeguards Protect the
‘Whole Patient’

6 Cyber Threat Matrix
Hack Results
7 Vendor
in 2.65M Records
Breached for Atrium
Health, Baylor

Survey Shows Most
8 Health
Entities Lack

Robust Cybersecurity
Oversight

Dogs? Yes.
11 Service
Press Calls? Not So
Much

12

Privacy Briefs

News and Analysis for Colleges, Universities, AMCs and Other Non-Federal Entities

Allergist’s Dismissal of Patient With Dog, Press
Call Afterward Cost $125K Payment to OCR

Danyelle Carter, who has asthma and fibromyalgia, was assured that it was okay
to bring Ziva, her service dog, to the office of her allergist. Although the doctor had
been treating Carter, then 24, for several years, she’d only just gotten the yellow labgolden retriever mix. She phoned ahead and later asked again during the call confirming her appointment. Carter says she was promised there would be no problem.
But before she was even taken to an exam room that day in February 2015,
Dr. Michael Krall came out to the waiting area and “flipped out,” Carter says in an
exclusive interview with RPP, and “just kept yelling” that she couldn’t stay with the
dog and they both had to leave. He called her “rude and obnoxious,” she says. Carter
even brought paperwork explaining her rights and the purpose of the dog, but Krall
said that “it is his office and he gets to make the rules,” says Carter.
“I felt like I was being degraded and attacked…I just tried to do everything I
could not to cry in front of him,” says Carter. Once home, she did weep, but then, on
the suggestion of others with service dogs, Carter decided to contact a TV journalist to
tell her story. She also filed a complaint with the Department of Justice (DOJ) because
she believed Krall had violated the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) by denying her care due to her service dog. After learning that Krall had also discussed her
medical issues with the reporter she contacted, Carter also submitted a complaint of a
privacy violation to the HHS Office for Civil Rights (OCR).

Contents

3 Cyber Threat Matrix
Recent NSF OIG
4 Audits
Highlight Travel,

Equipment—and Dental
Work

Promote Research,
6 To
Pull Back the Curtain, Be
Active and Honest

Guidance Issued
7 Draft
on Surveillance Activities
Not Considered to be
Research

FDA Issues Proposed
8 Rule
on Waivers Of

Consent in Minimal Risk
Research

11 In This Month’s E-News

continued on p. 9

HHS Shifts Spotlight to Value-Based Care With
RFI Looking at How HIPAA Inhibits Coordination

Editor
Theresa Defino

theresa.defino@hcca-info.org

Senior Writer
Jane Anderson
Copy Editor
Bill Anholzer

bill.anholzer@hcca-info.org

HHS is set to start the long process of revising HIPAA rules to better enable a switch
from fee-for-service medicine to value-based care, which requires significant sharing of
protected health information (PHI) for purposes of care coordination, outcomes research
and quality improvement. But even as this process goes forward, provider organizations
are struggling with ways to comply with current regulations while still working with payers eager to move to value-based contracts and risk-sharing initiatives.
The HHS request for information (RFI), which has been sent to the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) for review before publication, will ask whether there
are provisions of HIPAA that present barriers to coordinated care. Dena Castricone,
chair of the privacy and cybersecurity group at law firm Murtha Cullina LLP in New
Haven, Connecticut, tells RPP that the major issue the RFI will seek to address is datasharing as it relates to highly collaborative value-based care models.
“While HIPAA generally permits the sharing of protected health information for
treatment purposes and health care operations, the existing regulatory definitions
of each can act as a barrier under certain circumstances,” Castricone says. “Those
definitions, along with other concepts in HIPAA, could benefit from updates that
contemplate the present day reality of the more collaborative care models.”
continued
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Plagiarism Didn’t Stop New Job, $1 Million
Award for Newly Debarred LSU Researcher

Rakesh Srivastava, a cancer researcher at Louisiana State University (LSU) Health
Sciences Center, will be removed as the principal investigator (PI) on a $1.03 million
award from the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA), now
that he has been debarred for two years for submitting a plagiarized grant application
in 2012.
The University of Kansas Medical Center (UKMC), Srivastava’s employer at the
time of the submission, fired him in 2015 for the misconduct, but he later joined LSU
as a genetics professor where he continued to research the impact of alcohol on cancer.
The plagiarized application, spotted during the peer review process, was never funded
and is separate from NIAAA’s 2016 award.
The fact that one year after being found guilty of misconduct by his institution Srivastava could not only obtain another high-profile position but also win a large federal
grant suggests there was little, if any, communication between Srivastava’s former and
current employers—not an unusual occurrence. It is not clear whether NIAAA program
staff knew Srivastava’s history when his award was made. But because a formal federal
misconduct finding and sanction didn’t come until last month, Srivastava in 2016 was
legally eligible to receive the funding that NIH now must take away.
On Nov. 13, the HHS Office of Research Integrity (ORI) announced the sanctions
against Srivastava, indicating that his debarment began Oct. 22 (RRC 11/15/18). This
public acknowledgement of the debarment came six years after the plagiarism was
first reported, and three years after an appeal process was begun at HHS involving
administrative law judge (ALJ) Keith Sickendick.

continued on p. 9

U. Chicago Medical Center Tackles Evolving
Threats to the Security of Research, Other Data

Editor
Theresa Defino

theresa.defino@hcca-info.org

Copy Editor
Bill Anholzer

In May, the University of Chicago and its affiliated academic health system and
medical school announced the receipt of nearly $35 million in NIH funding to launch
the Institute for Translational Medicine (ITM), an initiative created to speed up the
typical 14-year period it takes for a medical discovery to go from bench to bedside.
ITM partners also include Rush University, Advocate Health Care, the Illinois
Institute of Technology, Loyola University Chicago and NorthShore University
HealthSystem.
“We’re all in this together,” said Susan Cohn, a principal investigator (PI) on the
ITM grant and the dean for clinical research at the University of Chicago. “Everyone is
invited to come to the table, share their voice and come up with creative solutions that
we’ll help make a reality.”
Making research itself a reality is a challenge all of its own, as compliance officials
well know. This also takes partners attending to various needs such as ensuring spending is appropriate and that trials properly address risks—which include threats to the

bill.anholzer@hcca-info.org
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NOVEMBER/
DECEMBER 2018

PROFESSIONAL
®

A PUBLICATION OF THE SOCIETY OF CORPORATE COMPLIANCE AND ETHICS

DECEMBER 2018

NOVEMBER 2018

DECEMBER 2018

Compliance & Ethics
corporatecompliance.org

Vol. 32 | No. 6

hcca-info.org

THE JOURNAL OF PRACTICAL BUSINESS ETHICS

Compliance
TODAY

A PUBLICATION OF THE HEALTH CARE COMPLIANCE ASSOCIATION
Compliance Today | a publication of the Health Care Compliance Association

Compliance & Ethics Professional® | a publication of the Society of Corporate Compliance and Ethics

EXAMINING BUSINESS ETHICS SINCE 1987

Roy Snell
former SCCE & HCCA
Chief Executive Officer
Edina, MN

NOVEMBER 2018

Learning from a
diverse clinical
background
an interview with

Lori Strauss

Authentic Self
page 1

hcca-info.org

corporatecompliance.org

Establishing a Data
Protection Culture
through Privacy
Principles
page 4

scce-cep-2018-12.indd 1

11/2/18 3:25 PM

ct-2018-11-fixed.indd 1

10/11/18 10:09 AM

THE COMPLE TE

tical Guide to Building and Maintaining
Research Compliance & Ethics Program

ide for getting it right

s highly regulated, so the role of compliance professionals is vital to
nds of a wide range of governing entities. This new edition of the
omprehensive, up-to-date guidance to get you on the right track. Written
ands-on experience in clinical research compliance, this book is intended
ompliance duties or a need to understand such key areas as:

protections

y data and safety monitoring

biosafety

y grant and trial accounting

animals

y effort reporting

nduct

y clinical trial billing

rest

y role of oversight entities

urity

y auditing & monitoring

ement

y integrating research compliance
into corporate compliance

Included inside is a CD
containing a complete
electronic copy of the
book. Formatted as a PDF,
this version enables easy
navigation and keyword
searches of the material.

COMPLIANCE
ETHICS
MANUAL

Health Care Privacy

AN D
Compliance
Handbook

second edition

Research Compliance

Professional’s Handbook
The Practical Guide to Building and
Maintaining a Clinical Research
Compliance & Ethics Program

Second
Edition

As the United States moves toward
nationally standardized electronic health
care records to more effectively share health
information nationwide, it is incumbent on
all privacy professionals to speak the same
language. This second edition will help sort
through the complex regulatory framework
and significant issues about privacy facing
health care organizations. Written by the
faculty of HCCA’s Health Care Privacy
Basic Compliance Academy, it covers:
Included inside is a CD containing
a complete electronic copy of the
book. Formatted as a PDF, this
e-book enables easy navigation and
key-word searches of the material.

y HIPAA Privacy and Security
y HITECH and the Omnibus Rule
y FERPA
y The Federal Privacy Act
y 42 CFR, Part 2
y Privacy and Research

HEALTH CARE PRIVACY COMPLIANCE HANDBOOK, SECOND EDITION

Research Compliance Professional’s Handbook, Second Edition

arch Compliance
essional’s Handbook,
nd Edition

Health Care Privacy

Compliance Handbook

y Vendor Relations

2019

second edition

y Payor Privacy Issues

y Auditing & Monitoring

Health Care Compliance Association
6500 Barrie Road, Suite 250
Minneapolis, MN 55435
hcca-info.org | 888.580.8373

hcca-2018-health-care-privacy-compliance-handbook-2ed-cover-spread.indd 1

1/8/18 4:27 PM

COMPLIANCE AND ETHICS EXPLAINED

W H Y I T ’ S V I TA L , H OW I T ’ S D O N E

Authors Debbie Troklus and Sheryl Vacca have updated this
top-rated text with new insights and more best practices.

101

Compliance 101, Second Edition provides the basic information
you need to build and maintain an effective compliance and ethics
program that meets federal standards. This book is ideal for
compliance professionals new to the field, compliance committee
members, compliance liaisons, board members, and others with
compliance duties. Its coverage includes:

COMPLIANCE 101 | SECOND EDITION

B U I L D I N G A N E T H I C A L C U LT U R E |

Compliance

Compliance 101
SECOND EDITION

How to build and maintain
an effective compliance
and ethics program

– The importance of compliance and ethics

DEBBIE TROKLUS
SHERYL VACCA

– The seven essential elements of a compliance program
– Steps for putting an effective program into operation
– Tips for tailoring a program for your organization

FOURTH
EDITION

– Sample compliance materials

DEBBIE TROKLUS & SHERYL VACCA

TROKLUS | VACCA

Compliance 101, Second Edition is published by the Society
of Corporate Compliance and Ethics (SCCE)®, which exists
to champion ethical practice and compliance standards in
all organizations and to provide the necessary resources for
compliance professionals and others who share these principles.

CORPORATECOMPLIANCE.ORG

scce-compliance-101-2ed-cover-spread.indd 1

4/18/19 10:06 AM
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Financial
Statements
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and Cash Equivalents

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
December 31, 2018

ASSETS

Accounts Receivable

$2,999,446
1,680,907

Inventories

18,634

Prepaid and Deferred Expenses

1,146,773

Total Current Assets

5,845,760

PROPERTY, EQUIPMENT AND TRADEMARKS

2,125,923

INVESTMENTS

18,687,913

GOODWILL

1,732,786

OTHER

196,555

TOTAL ASSETS

$28,588,937

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses

$1,593,569

Deferred Revenue

8,167,652

Total Current Liabilities

9,761,221

OTHER LIABILITIES
Total Liabilities

196,555
9,957,776

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Unrestricted Net Assets - Undesignated
Noncontrolling Interest in Subsidiary
Total Unrestricted Net Assets

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

$18,450,762
180,399
18,631,161
$28,588,937
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Consolidated Statement of Activities
Year Ended December 31, 2018

REVENUES
Program Revenues
Investment Income (Loss)

$25,492,051
(533,959)

Other Income

48,574

Rent Income

7,502

Total Revenues

25,014,168

EXPENSES
Program Expenses

18,726,907

General and Administrative
Total Expenses

OPERATING CHANGE IN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS

7,232,162
25,959,069
(944,901)

NONOPERATING - CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS
Contributed Capital - Noncontrolling Member

15,181

Distributions of Capital - Noncontrolling Member

(42,000)

TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS
Total Net Assets - Beginning of Year

TOTAL NET ASSETS - END OF YEAR

(971,720)
19,602,881
$18,631,161
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